
CAMCIG Conference Call
MINUTES
Monday, July 12, 2010
10:30 – 12:00 a.m.

Present:  Berkeley (Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (recorder)), Davis (Xiaoli Li (Chair)), Irvine (Wanda Jazayeri), 
Los Angeles (Sara Shatford Layne), Riverside (Manuel Urrizola), San Diego (Linda Barnhart), San Francisco 
(Nina Meechoonuk), Santa Barbara (Anna DeVore), Santa Cruz (Lai-Ying Hsiung)  Absent: Merced (Jim 
Dooley)

Announcements
UCR is interviewing for a Metadata/AV catalog librarian
UCD’s search for a UL was not successful.
UCB is losing its AUL for Collections. 
UCI is going through a process to evaluate the Library’s structure.

ALA in Review
Wanda:  Session on Preparing for RDA – was good – some folks said “we’re not going to be training now” 
since decisions would not be made until March 2011. 

Anna:  copy cataloging session – copy cats need to be able to see/use the test records and know what 
they are, etc. so they need some training.

UC Boulder – did an imaginative FRBR study group – slides should be online soon.

Xiaoli – Andrew Pace’s presentation on OCLC’s Web Scale Mgmt system – avail for early adopters. Acq 
for monographs avail now, but  ERM  and Acq for Serials are yet to be developed.

There’s a webinar on this on Wednesday the 21st.
Wednesday, July 21, 2010
2:00 - 3:00pm Eastern (11:00am - 12:00pm Pacific) 
Reserve your seat at: www.oclc.org/info/webscale

Nina – ALA President’s program was thought provoking. Libraries Wanted: Dead or Alive Featuring Eppo 
van Nispen tot Sevenaer

CalDocs
At this time our routine is to send CalDoc OCLC record numbers to SCP to be distributed to all campuses. 
But it sounds like none of campuses  have sent any records mainly because the selectors have  not sent 
titles to be cataloged. 

All campuses are to let SCP know if a CalDoc serial record needs updating; they’ll do it and re-issue; or 
campus updates in OCLC and lets SCP know so they can re-issue.

RDA Readiness
Manuel and Sara plan to do basic RDA training the week of July 26th. 
Should CAMCIG try to come up with a UC-wide policy during the interim?

http://visit.oclc.org/t?r=896&c=2157338&l=166154&ctl=31498AA:7C1D833761CAE8EA8F22C3C469766D95C9BB4CA4BE6AFD22&


Sara will share UCLA’s policy and Xiaoli will share Davis’ and we’ll try to come up with a recommendation 
if not an actual policy. 

RDA Toolkit
Since each campus has the ability to have a free-trial subscription (license), do we need to begin 
organizing for the constortial purchase we hope to make? Yes. 

Note: the license has wording that UC would normally strike out – so even though it’s free, the license is 
still a problem. If we could get the license written in a UC manner, then it could possibly transition to the 
purchased license when the time comes. 

Anna and Linda will contact CDL about the license issue and the consortial purchase question. 

Next call: August 2nd, at 2:30pm


